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Abstract

This rework is based on the paper "An Evolutionary Approach for Solving the Rubik’s Cube Incorporating Exact Methods" by Nail El-Sourani, Sascha Hauke, and Markus Borschbach, University of Applied Science Germany. Solutions calculated by Evolutionary Algorithms have come to surpass exact methods for solving various problems. The Rubik’s Cube multi-objective optimization problem is one such area. In this work we present an evolutionary approach to solve the Rubik’s Cube with a low number of moves by building upon the classic Thistlethwaite’s approach. We provide a group theoretic analysis of the subproblem complexity induced by Thistlethwaite’s group transitions and design an Evolutionary Algorithm from the ground up including detailed derivation of our custom fitness functions. The implementation resulting from these observations is thoroughly tested for integrity and random scrambles, revealing performance that is competitive with exact methods without the need for pre-calculated lookup-tables.

1 Introduction

Evolutionary Algorithms have been successfully applied in a variety of fields, especially highly complex optimization problem. Oftentimes, superior solutions - as compared to classical algorithms have been achieved - notably in multi-objective cases (for example multi-constraint knapsack problems). This gives rise to the idea of applying Evolutionary Algorithms to the Rubik’s Cube problem.

2 Methodology

All relevant approaches are based on dividing the solution space of the Rubik’s Cube into mathematical groups, starting with Thistlethwaite, then Reid combining two of Thistlethwaite’s groups resulting in total of 3 and finally Kociemba’s and Rokicki’s approach using 2 subgroups. This makes the group theoretic approach a reasonable starting point for designing Evolutionary Algorithms. It is of particular interest to us to determine how such an EA can solve the Cube without relying on extensive lookup-tables.

3 Approach

Thistlewaite ES Strategy is used to solve Rubik’s cube. Thistlewaite Algorithm works on progressively using refined set of moves to move to refined states.
It divides these states into 4 subgroups: the last one representing the final solved state. Normal Thistlewaiste’s algorithm involves the use of look up tables to move from one state to other. As there can be billions of permutations, so transitions in the look up table. Thistlewaiste ES Strategy starts with a scrambled cube and obtains the Thistlewaiste's group using the Evolutionary Approach: survival of the fittest, by applying penalties on certain cube combinations, multiplying the best ones and keep improving it to progress in a manner similar to the Thistlewaiste group progression.
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